Components for 325-380 Series Spotlight Head

**Note:**

1. 5547 shell assembly includes three 5548 curved gaskets and 5547-0012 includes three 7729 flat gaskets. Both of them have three 5546 Tinnerman clips.
2. For 6" sealed beams, use 5548 curved gaskets, 7852 ground wire, and 2028 lead wire.
3. For 7682 high intensity lamp, use 7729 flat gaskets, 7852-1 ground wire, and 7735 lead wire. 7852 lamp is included in U-7682 kit, along with other components such as 7852-1 ground wire, 7735 lead wire, and 7729 flat gaskets.
4. For **chrome** spotlight heads, components 5547, 4398, 5545 (3), 7852, 6209, and 3059 are available as a **7662 kit** (*No bulb is included in this kit*).
5. For **black** spotlight heads, components 5547-0012, 4398-0001, 7336-2 (3), 7852, 6209, and 3059 are available as a **7662-0001 kit** (*No bulb is included in this kit*).
6. For **rectangular** spotlight heads, 3614 replacement kit including bulb is available for 264 series chrome spotlights, and 3612 replacement kit including bulb is available for 284 series black head spotlights.